
S
ince gaining my Open Water certification 
back in November 2013 I had logged 22 
dives, all of which had been at inland dive 
sites. However, dives 23 and 24 were to be 
new experiences for me - diving off a boat 

and taking on the open ocean!
Arriving at Anglesey I boarded the boat, got all my 

equipment stowed and, with everyone onboard, we 
pulled away from the dock towards Puffin Island. When 
we arrived half-an-hour later, boat skipper Scott 
stopped close to shore to try to keep out of the 
ever-growing current and let the more-experienced 
divers drop into the water. By the time they had all 
departed the boat had to make another pass back 
round to the shallows to allow myself, Nick and 
Caroline to get in. One of the skills for the Boat Diver 
Specialty requires you to trial different entry methods; 
for dive one I opted for a giant-stride off the stern of 
the boat. Once in the water we made our way towards 
the rocky shallows to see if any of the seals would 

come and play, which was amazing! All I had seen so 
far on my diving adventures, at best, was a sturgeon. A 
few seals slipped into the water with their heads 
frequently breaking the surface to check where we 
were, but alas none of them come in for a really close 
look. We descended down 5-6m and pottered about 
on the bottom. Nick was in macro mode pointing out 
anything worth looking at and I was amazed by what I 
saw. I remember thinking ‘this is great, but wait until I 
can see sharks, manta rays and turtles!’

As we started to run low on air it was time to surface 
and call the boat. I found the current okay and I was 
soon back onboard discussing the dive with Caroline.

We had a short coffee break and discussed what we 
wanted to do for the next dive. We agreed on a drift 
dive. This was my chance to put my skills learned in the 
Drift Diver Specialty (see the May issue of Sport Diver) 
into practice. As we kitted up, Nick explained the 
correct procedure for doing a backwards roll into the 
water. I will admit I was less keen on this entry method 

PADI say… 
Whether you’ve never made a boat dive or you’ve logged dozens, the PADI Boat Diver Specialty 
course can benefit almost every diver because different boats in different parts of the world do things 
differently. Diving from a boat is fun, especially when you look at ease when manoeuvring around on 
it. You’ll learn the tips, tricks and ways to dive from boats ranging from small inflatables to giant livea-
boards, how they differ from place to place, gain experience and training from diving on boats in your 
local area, and how to safely enter and exit the water, stow your gear in the most appropriate areas, 
use surface lines to initiate or conclude your dives, and locate basic boat safety equipment.

For more information about the PADI Boat Diver course, visit www.padi.com
or contact your local PADI dive shop or resort.

but it was still fun giving it a go. Once again the 
more-experienced gang were dropped off first and 
then it was our turn; the weather was beginning to 
turn against us and I knew I was in for a thrilling ride.

As we descended down to roughly 12m I suddenly 
realised everything was rushing past me and stuck 
close to Caroline to avoid losing her. We were coasting 
along, no effort required. It was bliss - a thoroughly 
enjoyable experience!

When we surfaced conditions had deteriorated and 
skipper Scott did an excellent job of getting the boat 
close enough for us to board. With all my gear off I 
started assisting the other divers out of the water; I was 
having an awesome time. With everyone back onboard 
we started our journey back to the mainland, albeit in a 
very up and down sort of way. n

Matt’s continued PADI education has been supported by 
Frogfish Photography, PADI EMEA, Mares, Apeks, DiveLife, 
Suunto and Fourth Element.
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